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1. Introduction

Across the world’s languages, the presence of a complementizer that is synchronically (and/or
diachronically) related to a verb meaning “say” is abundantly attested (e.g. Bayer (1999); Chappell
(2008); Güldemann (2001); Lord (1976, 1993); Munro (1982); Noonan (1985)). Generally speaking, this
fact is mentioned, but is ultimately treated as diachronic coincidence, as opposed to a defining feature
of these constructions. The purpose of this paper is to offer a case study of the Avatime verb si “say”,
for which we argue that it is functionally equivalent both as a main verb (1a) and in complementation
structures (1b).

(1) a. Kofí
Kofi

(a)sì
(3sg)say

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ.
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi said that Ayape left.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
édo
3sg.pfvtell

sì
say

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi told that Ayape left.”

Notice that the string si Ayape asÈ is identical between the two examples, with the relevant difference
being the presence of a second verb, do “tell” in (1b) (ignoring vowel harmony and other morpho
phonological processes). This kind of parallel has understandably ledmany researchers to assume that the
relation between (1a) and (1b), accidental homophony between the verb “say” and the complementizer,
equivalent to ”that”. That is, (1b) is a case of “say complementation”. We argue however, that (1a) and
(1b) represent different constructions, in spite of the translation of both involving ”that”. into English
implying subordination. Instead, we suggest that the primary difference between languages that have
“say” complementation structures and those that don’t, is that the former also have a builtin grammatical
mechanism for forming serial verb constructions or clause chains, while the latter do not.1

We argue this serialization/clause chaining mechanism is directly responsible for composing two
vP/VPs. Thus the burden of proof for the present paper is to illustrate that si “say” is verbal or at
least incompatible with traditional analyses of complementizers. We argue that part of the reason for
the appearance of si “say” as nonverbal arises from “say” being crosslinguistically “light”. We thus
investigate si from through the lens of Grimshaw (2015)’s analysis of the English light verb say, which
can be overtly realized as the verb “say” or silently compose with other predicates. Furthermore, we
integrate facets of Kratzer (2016)’s analysis of English, involving the presence of a silent say modal that
resides in the left periphery of CPs. We suggest that many aspects of these analyses should be maintained
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to account for Avatime si “say” constructions, but that the only subordination is under “say” and the two
clauses are connected via serialization.

We begin by offering a detailed description of sì, keeping in mind Grimshaw (2015)’s argumentation
that “say” is a light verb in English. We suggest that sì is the overt realization of this element in Avatime.
It is precisely this element’s status as a light verb and its bleached semantics that allow it to occur across a
wide range of environments. Furthermore, we then extend this discussion to research on complementation
by Kratzer (2016), who argues for a similar silent say modal in English, suggesting that this same element
is overtly realized in many languages, including other Kwa languages based on Aboh (2004, 2005).

The current study connects with the growing literature on socalled say predicates (Grimshaw (2015);
Kratzer (2016); Ozyıldız et al. (2018); Demirok et al. (2019); Shimamura (2018), a.o) and recent literature
on complementation. The contributions of this paper are both empirical and theoretical. We provide novel
description of “say” elements in Avatime. We investigate the extent to which these “say” elements can be
treated as overt counterparts to the abstract say predicate proposed in Grimshaw (2015); Kratzer (2016).
We argue that these structures are serial verb constructions, not standard subordination. Finally, we posit
a novel morphosyntactic analysis and suggest how the semantics of these constructions could be treated.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a short overview of the Avatime language. In Section
3 we discuss the properties of si “say” as they relate to the morphosyntactic discussion in Grimshaw
(2015). In Section 4 take a close look at the verb ”say” in Avatime. Section 5 turns to serialization and
shows how it relates to the syntax and semantics of complementation involving say. Section 6 offers
discussion and conclusions.

2. Language Background
2.1. General background

Avatime is an endangered Kwa language spoken in the Volta Region of Ghana, with approximately
24,000 speakers (Ethnologue). The language is also known as Siya or Sideme. The majority of speakers
are situated east of Lake Volta near the regional capital of Ho. Most of our consultants are fromAmedzofe
and Gbadzeme. It is classified as a member of the GhanaTogo Mountain language group (also “Central
Togo” or “Togo Remnant” languages), which consists of about 15 languages. Avatime is in the KaTogo
branch.

Avatime has basic SVO order, displays both prepositions and postpositions, shown in (2).

(2) AyapE

AyapE

akla
3sg.pfvread

keplekpà
clbook

“Ayape read the book.”

As is typical of GhanaTogo Mountain languages, Avatime has noun class prefixes that occur on the left
of almost all nouns in the language (e.g. ke on “book” above).

There is some disagreement regarding whether there are 3 or 4 level tones in the literature on Avatime
(Ford (1971); Schuh (1995); Defina (2016); Van Putten (2014)). In this paper, we mark three tones
(Superhigh = á, High = a and Low = à).

Tense, aspect, mood, and person/number are marked indicated with portmanteau prefixes on the
verb:2.

(3) a. matà
1sg.pfveat

kImImIÈ
clricedef

‘I ate rice’
b. mĚtà

1sg.progeat
kImImIÈ
clricedef

‘I am eating rice.’

2 The distribution and semantic contribution of the ”def”(inite) suffixes is not clear
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3. “Say” as a light verb

Much of our initial discussion of si “say” in Avatime, is built upon a proposal by Grimshaw (2015),
who argues for the presence of a light verb say in English. Similar to other light verbs like cause,be, and
have (e.g. Hale (1991)), the light verb say can be realized overtly as the verb “say” or covertly as part
of a complex predicate by composing with other verbs. Thus understanding the verb “say” allows us to
diagnose the properties shared across say predicates. The basic subcategorization properties suggested
by Grimshaw are provided in (4).

(4) say =

 Agent/i
LinguisticMaterial/j

Goal/k


This proposal associates say with an agent (“sayer”), Linguistic Material (what is said), and a goal (the
addressee).

Linguistic Material can be broadly thought of as an embedded speech report, which can take the
form of direct quotation, or indirect quotation (e.g. “that” clauses, infinitival clauses, etc.). Not all “that”
clauses are Linguistic Material, so in diagnosing the presence of say, Grimshaw suggests that direct
quotation serves as the most reliable test.

(5) a. The students said/noted/knew/thought/believed that the exam was easy.
b. The students said/noted/*knew/*thought/*believed “The exam was easy”.

This is seen more clearly in pseudoclefts (6a) and in inversion contexts (6b).

(6) a. What the students said/noted/*knew/*thought/*believed was “Our exam was easy.”.
b. “Our exam was easy”, the students said/noted/*knew/*believed.

The ability to introduce a direct quotation serves as further evidence that a predicate involves say. If a
predicate is a “say” predicate, Grimshaw concludes that its complement, even when it is a “that” clause
is an expression of the Linguistic Material argument. Under this proposal, all say predicates introduce an
agent and linguistic material, while the ability to introduce an addressee is dependent on the combined
properties of say and the predicate it combines with.

Furthermore, Grimshaw suggests that a morphological process is responsible for combining say with
other predicates (e.g. “ask” + say = [æsk]). Additionally, she argues that there are subgroupings within
the set of say predicates, which include the following categorizations:

• The verb “say”: a verbal element that denotes the properties shared by all other say verbs.

• Discourse role: verbs that encode aspects of the discourse role of the events they report: asserting,
ordering, questioning, etc. (e.g. ask, announce, assert, maintain, note, order, remark, report, tell,
and wonder).

• Mode verbs: encode other parts of the “saying” event, which further decompose into:
– saybymeans: whisper, mutter, grunt, scream.
– saywithattitude: gripe, bitch, dispute

One related proposal that we return to throughout this paper comes from Kratzer (2016), which
proposes that there is a silent say modal that occurs in complementation structures, as exemplified in (7).

(7) [Ralph [[sighed] [CP [say] [MoodP “thing” [that Ortcutt was a spy]]]]].
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This structure bears many similarities to Grimshaw’s, with only a couple of minor exceptions.
Applying Grimshaw’s analysis to (7) would involve say incorporating into “sigh” to form a single word
(presumably a PF process), which is unproblematic for the structure above. However, Kratzer focuses on
composition, arguing that verbs like “sigh” are intransitive, but are conjoined with the transitive modal
say, which is situated in the left periphery of the embedded clause. say is responsible for introducing the
often null nominal element, represented as “thing” in the structure above, which is modified by the CP
“that Ortcutt was a spy”.

Kratzer recognizes the crosslinguistic presence of “say” elements in languages such as Gungbe
(Aboh, 2004), and points to them as a potential parallel to the structure proposed above. We spend the
remainder of this paper arguing that many of the observations in Grimshaw (2015) and Kratzer (2016)
hold of Avatime si constructions, but that some modification is necessary.

4. Avatime si “say” and say

Unlike the covert say element in English, si does not undergo any kind of morphological incorpora
tion into another (e.g. speech or attitude) verb. Instead, it is realized as an independent word, as illustrated
in (8).

(8) Kofí
Kofi

ébu
3sg.pfvthink

sì
say

[ezuru
3sg.pfvsteal

keplekpà]
clbook

“Kofi thinks that s/he stole the book.”

This fact alone is indicative that we need to make some differentiation between si and say, given that si
is overt in all of its environments, while say is only overt (i.e. realized as “say”) when it is the main/only
verb. The remainder of this section offers discussion of the subcategorization properties of si “say” in
Avatime, ignoring explicit discussion of the agent, because there is an agent in nearly every example.

4.1. Internal argument of si

The only verb that can directly introduce a finite clausal complement is si “say” (9).

(9) a. Kofí
Kofi

(a)sì
3sg.pfvsay

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ.
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi said that Ayape left.”
b. * Kofí

Kofi
edo/bu
3sg.pfvsay/think

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ.
3sg.pfvleave

Intended: “Kofi said/thinks that Ayape left.”

(9a) demonstrates that the verb si can introduce the finite clause “Ayape left” when it stands as alone as
a main verb. (9b), on the other hand, illustrates that other verbs can not combine directly with the same
finite clause, but instead must compose with si, as in (1b) and (8). Further highlighting the fact that si
selects for an internal argument distinct from other verbs comes from the whexpression that corresponds
to the internal argument of different verbs, as in (10).
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(10) a. Kofí
Kofi

sì
say

ègé.
what

“What did Kofi say?”
b. Kofí

Kofi
edzi
3sgpfv.buy

ègé.
what

“What did Kofi buy?”
c. * Kofí

Kofi
edo
3sgpfv.tell

ègé.
what

Intended: “What did Kofi say/tell?”

The whexpression corresponding to the complement of si is ege (10a), which is the same as most simple
transitive verbs, such as “buy” (10b). However, ege is not compatible with verbs that generally combine
with si clauses, such as do “tell”, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (10c).

To whquestion a verb like “tell” (11a) or “know” (11b) (verbs that combine with si clauses), the
whexpression liboe wÓlí, “which matter/affair” is used.

(11) a. Kofí
Kofi

edo
3sg.pfvtell

liboe
cl.matter

wÓlí.
whichdef

“Which issue did Kofi say?”
b. Kofí

Kofi
etè
3sg.pfvknow

liboe
cl.matter

wÓlí.
whichdef

“Which issue did Kofi know?”
c. ??/* Kofí

Kofi
sì
pfv.say

liboe
cl.matter

wÓlí.
whichdef

Intended: “Which issue did Kofi say/tell?”

First, (11c) illustrates that the internal argument of si cannot be questioned by “which matter”. This is
strongly suggestive that the complement to si is simply distinct from other clauseselecting verbs.

Even more illustrative of this point is the fact that the internal arguments of the first verb, such as
“tell”, and also si, can be questioned simultaneously, as shown in (12).

(12) liboe
cl.matter

wÓlí
whichdef

Kofí
Kofi

edo
3sg.pfvtell

sì
say

egé.
what

“Which matter did Kofi tell saying what?

The question above requests a two part answer, such as “Kofi said some nonsense say he is tired”. In other
words, the “which matter” question can be answered with a nominal expression (e.g. “some nonsense”),
while the answer to the question of the si clause is the finite clause.

We suggest that si is the only element that can introduce linguistic material. In addition to tracking
the distribution of direct quotation (13a), we additionally note that the verb si is required to license
logophoric subjects, which we also suggest is indicative of Linguistic Material (13b).3

(13) a. Kofí
Kofi

si/*edo
say/told

“mepè.”
1sgbe.tired

“Kofi said, ‘I’m tired.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
si/*edo
say/told

yipè.
logbe.tired

“Kofii said, hei’s tired.”

3 Messick (2017) mentions the relationship between “say” complementizers, logophors, and another process known
as indexical shift. The typology in this work suggests that this property spans many unrelated language families.
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The cases in (13) may appear to be confounded by the fact that verbs like “tell” are a priori incapable of
introducing a finite clause, but we suggest that this is strictly because they are incapable of introducing
Linguistic Material arguments. Furthermore, regardless of which verb combines with the si clause, si is
able to introduce a Linguistic Material argument, as shown in (14).

(14) a. Kofí
Kofi

edo/bu/te
told/thinks/knows

[sì/*gi
say/rel

“mepè”].
1sgbe.tired

“Kofi said/thinks/knows, ‘I’m tired.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
edo/bu/te
told/thinks/knows

[sì/*gi
say/rel

yipè].
logbe.tired

“Kofii said/think/knows, hei’s tired.”

The relativizing complementizer element gi is compatible with most clauseselecting verbs in
the language, but cannot introduce Linguistic Material arguments. This is a unique property of si.
Furthermore, notice that the range of predicates compatible with si is larger than the list of predicates
listed as say predicates in English.

4.2. Internal arguments of the “other” verb

There is a set of nominal elements (e.g. thing, rumor, story, question) that are unique in that they
seem to “stand in” for propositional content. For Moulton (2009) and Kratzer (2016) these elements are
modified by “that” CPs. In following with this research, we will refer to these elements as “content
nominals”. Interestingly, these elements, such as liboéto/ligabwE “something/nonsense” are not
compatible with si:

(15) * Kofí
Kofi

si
said

liboéto/ligabwE.
clsomethingindef /clnonsensedef

Intended: “Kofi said something/nonsense.”

Speakers strongly prefer that si introduce only linguistic material and addressees.
On the other hand, both proposition (16a) and interrogative (16b) selecting verbs that combine with

si are compatible with nominal arguments of the appropriate types. More specifically, despite the fact
that some indefinites like liboéto “something” are common with all verb, there are certain nominals that
are more restricted, such as kùViVi ‘question”, which is generally introduced by interrogative selecting
verbs, as in (16b).

(16) a. Kofí
Kofi

edo/afami/ebu
3sg.pfvtold/screamed/thought

liboéto/ligabwE.
clsomethingindef /clnonsensedef

“Kofi told/said/screamed/thought something/the nonsense.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
eVi
3sg.pfvask

liboéto/kùViVi.
clsomethingindef /clquestionnzlr

“Kofi asked something/a question.”

4.3. Addressee

Grimshaw (2015) suggests that the possibility of an addressee is dependent on a combination of the
properties of “say” and the verb it combines with in English. In si constructions, it is generally the case
that a second si is introduced into the structure to license an addressee, as shown in (17). As has been
discussed throughout, one si introduces the linguistic material, while the other introduces the addressee.
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(17) a. Kofí
Kofi

*(si)
say

mE

me
*(sì)
say

Ayape
Ayape

asè.
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi told me Ayape left.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
edo
3sg.pfvtell

*(si)
say

mE

me
*(sì)
say

Ayape
Ayape

asè.
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi told me Ayape left.”
c. Kofí

Kofi
eVi
3sg.pfvask

*(si)
say

mE

me
*(sì)
say

Ayape
Ayape

asè
3sg.pfv

na.
q

“Kofi asked me whether Ayape left.”

4.4. Interim Summary

Based on the data in this section, we conclude: the final si always introduces linguistic material,
an additional si, preceding final si can introduce an addressee, while the first verb describes manner of
speech, force, mode, or the discourse function being described.

(18) VP

VP3

si “say” + linguistic material (CP)

VP2

si + addressee

VP1

V1 (noun, mode/manner/force) + (DP)

5. Complementation via serialization

The subcategorization frame proposed for say by Grimshaw (2015) captures many of the aspects
of Avatime si. More specifically, si is responsible for introducing Linguistic Material. Interestingly, we
also observed that a second si is used to introduce an addressee (with a discourse role or mode verb) in
addition to the si that introduces Linguistic Material. However, we did not explain exactly how these
clauses combine, which is the purpose of this section.

In English, it is possible for a verb like “sigh” to select a DP complement (19a), a “that” CP
complement (19b), but not both (19c).

(19) a. Ralph sighed something/a sigh.
b. Ralph sighed that he was tired.
c. * Ralph sighed a sigh that he was tired.

This is critical, because in Grimshaw’s terms, it seems that a verb like “sigh” can either combine with a
DP or a linguistic material argument.

Kratzer offers the analysis in (20) to account for “sigh” when it combines with a CP.

(20) [Ralph [[sighed] [CP [say] [MoodP “thing” [that Ortcutt was a spy]]]]].

It is outside the scope in this paper to relate the structure above with Grimshaw’s analysis for English,
but it is clear that (20) is incompatible with the Avatime data, given that there are two clauses (or three
when an addressee is present).
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(21) a. Kofí
Kofi

edo/afami/ebu
3sg.pfvtold/screamed/thought

liboéto
clsomethingindef

sì
say

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ.
3sg.pfvleave

“Kofi told/said/screamed/thought something/the nonsense, saying: ‘Ayape left’.”
b. Kofí

Kofi
eVi
3sg.pfvtold

kùViVi
clquestionnzlr

sì
say

Ayape
Ayape

asÈ
3sg.pfvleave

nà.
q

“Kofi asked something/the question, saying: ‘Did Ayape leave?’.”

In Avatime, all speech and attitude verbs introduce a DP (often covert), while si introduces Linguistic
Material. Because both verbs are transitive, each introduces its own internal argument. As a result,
whereas (19c) is ungrammatical in English, likely because “sigh” + say after incorporation has a valency
of one. In Avatime, (21a) and (21b) involve two conjoined clauses, where each introduces its own internal
argument. We suggest these are hardly distinct from serial verb constructions (SVCs)

5.1. Serial verb constructions

In this section, we turn to Avatime serial verb constructions and establish that the ”say” complement
structures are indeed serial constructions. To begin, consider uncontroversial serial verb constructions,
like those investigated in Defina (2016). She observes that in one subtype of Avatime SVC, there is
a requirement that both VPs be associated with the same subject (unlike some other SVC languages),
specifically, when there is only one subject marker (on the first verb):

(22) a. * ata
3sg.pfvshoot

Oga=E

clgoatdef
tse
die

Intended: “He shot the goat dead.” (Defina, 2016:662)
b. ata

c1s.pfvshoot
Oga=E

c1sgoat=def
ye
kill

‘He shot the goat dead.’ (Defina, 2016:662)

(22a) is ungrammatical because, under ordinary circumstances, the agent subject of “kill” is distinct from
the theme subject of the verb “die”. However, that intended resultative meaning is achieved by replacing
the unaccusative verb “die” with “kill” as in (22b).

Interestingly, when there is only one subject marker, the object must also be interpreted as shared.
However, it is clear that both verbs seem to select for objects. Given general conditions on object drop,
there is a preference to drop when possible when both internal arguments are identical, but object drop
is impossible when when the internal object introduces new information about the event, as in (23).

(23) Kofí
Kofi

àpOi
3sg.pfvroast

OgbìyE

clgrasscutter=def
tà
eat

kape
half

“Kofi roasted the grasscutter and ate half of it.”

Aside from the points made above, we follow Dechaine (1993); Baker (1989); Collins (1997);
Stewart (1998); Hale (1991); Hiraiwa & Bodomo (2008) in assuming that the availability of only a single
subjectmarker and tense to be indicative that the entire verb series is embedded under a single T◦ node.
Furthermore, we assume the same subject restriction and single event interpretation to indicate that the
series is embedded under v◦.

We suggest that in cases involving si “say” bear the same properties, indicated in (24).

(24) Medze
1sg.pfvforget

(libóélé)
clissuedef

(*me)sì
1sg.pfvsay

Ayape
Ayape

ezulu
3sg.pfvsteal

keplekpa.
clbookdef

“I forgot (the issue) that Mary stole the book.”
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This has the hallmarks of the Avatime serial constructions described above. First, it literally contains
two verbs, “forget” and “say”. The second verb, “say”, cannot bemarked for person/number/tense. Third,
both transitive verbs, can have overt arguments. Crucially, the second verb, ”say” can only take what
we have analyzed as a Linguistic Material argument. Put together, this strongly suggests that Avatime
”say” complemement clauses are in fact serial verb constructions, given that they share the same basic
morphosyntactic properties.

(25) vP

v′

SVC

VP2

eat it / si “say” + Linguistic Material

VP1

roast something / think something

v◦

Subject

5.2. Towards a semantic analysis

One (of multiple) rules introduced by Stewart (1998) to construct event descriptions offers us a
reasonable means of composition.4 We offer an adaptation of this rule in (26).

(26) SVC Formation Rule: If X is a branching node with two daughters Y and Z of type <v,t>, thenJ X K = λPv,t.λQv,t.λev [P1(e) & P2(e)]

As demonstrated in the previous section, the syntax of these constructions is fairly straightforwardly
serial in nature. Applying (26) to the node that conjoins both VPs leads to the schematic representations
in (27).

(27) a. λev [scream something(e) & say “Ayape left/Ouch!/Did Ayape leave?”(e)]

λev .say(“Ayape left/Ouch!/Did Ayape leave?”)(e)λev .scream(something)(e)

b. λev [ask question(e) & say “Did Ayape leave?/#“Ayape left./#Ouch!”(e)]

λev .say(“Did Ayape leave?”/#Ayape left/#Ouch!”)(e)λev .ask(question)(e)

This kind of semanticosyntactic rule does not imply, in fact, eliminates the possibility of a direct
selectional relationship between the first verb and the CP or Linguistic Material argument, which
is commonly assumed for English clausal complementation (e.g. ask + whether/*that, demand +
that/*whether, etc.). As a consequence, the acceptability of these structures is an issue of felicity, as
opposed to grammaticality. For this reason, “scream something”, as in (27a) is compatible with anything
that can be screamed, whether it be propositional, exclamative, or interrogative. On the other hand, when
VP1 is composed of “ask a question”, it is only felicitous if the LM argument is interrogative. The same
holds for all other verbs. Given this lack of a selectional relationship, it is unsurprising that the range of
verbs compatible with si clauses in Avatime, is much larger than the range of say predicates in English.

Introducing addressees into the fold, the same issue comes into play. Similar to the discussion of
selection and force, the distribution of addressees will also be contingent upon the compatibility of an

4 This rule, is in many ways an application of Event Identification introduced in Kratzer (1996) applied to Serial
Verb Constructions.
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addressee not only with the linguistic material with the higher verb, which is essentially what Grimshaw
(2015) discussed for English. Discourse role and mode verbs all involve actions that are spoken out
loud, and will thus be compatible with an addressee. Verbs like “think” and “know” are compatible with
linguistic material, but not with an addressee.

6. Conclusions

There are three main conclusions from this study. First, the verb “say” is really the verb ”say” in so
called ”say” complementation structures (which functions similar to say in Grimshaw (2015)). Second,
themechanism that allows these clauses to compose is the same one used to link vPsmore generally  verb
serialization (similar to Kratzer (2016)’s proposal). Third, the interpretation of an utterance introduced
by si is dependent on the clause it composes with. At the same time, the analyses in Grimshaw (2015);
Kratzer (2016) are not compatible with Avatime (and other languages discussed inMajor (In Preparation))
without modification. It is possible that the distribution and behavior of say complementation is directly
linked to the presence of serial verb constructions or clausechaining in a particular language.

In fact we have been unable to find a language that has “say” complementation but lacks a
serialization/clausechaining/switch reference mechanism (with the proviso that genetic affiliation and
language contact (sprachbund) must be taken into account). We observed that “say” complementation
in Avatime is compatible with a wider range of predicates than in English, which has “that” complemen
tation. Our analysis implies that‘ this property of ‘say’ complementation follows from the fact that it
is not restricted by selection, but instead, whether two events are sufficiently related (or relatable), i.e.,
serialization. If the analysis presented here is on the right track, it provides an interesting synchronic
link to the discussion in Lord (1976, 1993) on the diachronic development of “say” elements, where
she suggests that the grammaticalization process has not resulted in subordination that is reminiscent of
English “that”. Instead, the sense that these “say” elements are “functional” in nature is the result of
them being semantically light. Finally, Avatime provides support for claims in the literature that “say”
complementizers crosslinguistically cannot be treated like “that” complementizers (Demirok et al., 2019;
Messick, 2017; Ozyıldız et al., 2018; Shimamura, 2018; Major, In Preparation).
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